We report optical positioning single quantum dots (QDs) in planar cavity with an average position uncertainty <20 nm using an optimized two-color photoluminescence imaging technique.
most emission photons from QDs will go back into the high refractive index material at air interface due to total reflection and cannot be extracted efficiently. By means of combining QDs with photonic microstructures [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] that engineer the density of vacuum energies, spontaneous emission rate of QDs can be enhanced via the Purcell effect [12] and extraction efficiencies can be increased remarkablely [13] [14] [15] . To improve the yield of useful devices, considerable efforts have been devoted to deterministically embed a single, pre-selected quantum emitter in various photonic structures to ensure that QDs match optical modes both in space and spectra [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Of these approaches, photoluminescence imaging at single-photon level is particularly attractive due to its positioning accuracy at a few tens of nanometers [19] , and its compatibility with high-resolution electron-beam lithography, which is typically used to pattern small features and can be process at room temperature.
Here we use the photoluminescence imaging technique developed in Ref. 19 to determine the position of single QDs in planar distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) cavities with respect to fiducial alignment marks, with an average position uncertainty <20 nm. We also use this information to fabricate and demonstrate QD single-photon sources in micropillar cavities. Fine tuning of the QD line into the cavity resonance is obtained at temperatures ranging from 4 K to 40 K with a device yield of approximately 45% in 47 devices. The device simultaneously exhibits high collection efficiency of 68%±6% into a lens with numerical aperture of 0.65, and low multiphoton probability (g 2 (0)=0.144±0.012) at this collection efficiency.
The investigated sample consists a single layer of low density In(Ga)As QDs grown via molecular beam epitaxy and located at the center of a λ-thick GaAs cavity surrounded by two Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs Bragg mirrors with 12 (25) pairs. A silicon delta-doping was introduced 10 nm above the QD layer to stochastically charge the single QDs with an excess electron. The deterministically positioned QD-in-micropillar structures are processed by two-color photoluminescence (PL) imaging ( Fig.1(a) ) combined with standard electron-beam lithography. First, we select the QDs with their emission wavelengths near cavity mode by collecting their emissions with a microscope objective (NA= 0.65) into a grating spectrometer. Subsequently, spatial selection is achieved by imaging the QD positions with respect to alignment marks, which is incorporated into the same micro-PL set-up. This step ensures the positions of the QDs at the maximum of the pillar fundamental mode.
In detail, an array of Ti/Au metal alignment marks is fabricated on the surface of the DBR planar cavity structure through a standard lift-off process. The sample is then inserted in an optical microscopy cryostat (Montana, T=4 K-300 K) mounted on a motorized positioning system with piezo-electric actuators. The micro-PL and two-color PL imaging configurations are shown in Fig.1(a) . A 800 fs pulsed laser with tunable wavelengths from 750 nm to 1040 nm and a 79.3 MHz repetition rate is used to give rise to a PL emission from the QDs, while a 1050 nm light emitting diode (LED) with a power of ≈2 mW is simultaneously used to illuminate the alignment marks, whose illumination wavelength is out of the stopband (870-980 nm) of our Bragg mirrors to regain contrast in the image. The laser beam was focused onto a selected QD with the laser spot of ≈1.5 Representative images of the alignment marks and QD photoluminescence at the different focal depths are shown in Fig.1(b) and 1(c) . When focused on the planar surface, as shown in Fig.1(b) , a circular bright spot and related alignment marks are clearly visible, which represents the emission from one single QD within an ≈60 µm×60 µm field of view. Orthogonal line cuts of the alignment marks are fitted with Gaussian functions using a nonlinear least squares approach, determining their centre positions with an typical uncertainty of ≈18.4 nm (Fig.1(d,e,f) ). While focusing on the QD (≈1.85 µm below the surface), as shown in Fig.1(c) , the circular spot becomes optimally focused at the cost of fading the alignment marks, with the extracted peak of x -positions with one standard deviation uncertainty as low as 6.6 nm, much better than that of 20.6 nm when focused on the planar surface ( Fig.1(e) ). Here, the exposure time of EMCCD is set at 0.1 s to reduce sample drift during images acquisition. Furthermore, histograms of the measured values in Fig.1(f) show that the mean uncertainties in the quantum dot, alignment mark, and the QD-alignment mark separation are 10.9 nm, 17.1 nm, and 20.6 nm, respectively. Thus this two-color PL imaging technique allow us to determine the QD position by pointing the maximum of the QD emission according to the two-dimensional alignments marks. After selecting the QD with desired photon energy (around cavity mode) and accurately determining its position, the pillar radius (R) is carefully designed according to the deviation of the emission frequency of the QD from the cavity mode to achieve spectral matching, as the energy of the pillar fundamental mode increases when the radius decreases [20, 21] . And then, typical micropillar cavities are fabricated. The sample is first spin coated with a negative tone electron beam resist (HSQ fox15); The resist is exposed using a VISTEC EBPG5000 ES electron-beam lithography (EBL) system at 100 kV; Followed by the exposure and development process, the mask pattern of the pillar with a certain diameter is transferred into the sample via an inductively-coupled plasma reactive ion etching system (ICP-RIE, Oxford Instrument Plasmalab System 100 ICP180). A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical pillar with a diameter of 2 µm is presented in Fig.2(a) , which is superimposed with the normalized electric field intensity distribution (| E|) calculated by 3D-FDTD method. Fig.2(b) and 2(c) shows a representative photoluminescence image of the devices before and after fabrication, indicating a QD emission is just in the center of a micropillar structure. Fig.2(d) presents the measured and theoretical energy of the fundamental mode for the pillar cavities as a function of the designed diameter. The black circles represent the experiment cavity modes of different diameters acquired by raising the power of excitation laser, which is well matched to the theory result (red line) according to equation [21, 22] :
Where E 2D is the resonance of the planar cavity, χ nϕ,nr represents the n th r zero of the Bessel function J nϕ( χn ϕ,nr R
)
, and R is the radius of the pillar. For the fundamental HE 11 mode, the quantum numbers (n ϕ , n r , 0) is (1, 0, 0), and χ 1,0 equals to 2.4048 here. By selecting appropriate pillar diameter for QD with different emission energy, we achieve a device yield of 45% in 47 devices in matching the emission wavelength between QD and fundamental mode in the range of 4 K to 40 K. The deviation from an ideal fabrication process is mainly due to the large diameter interval of 0.5 µm, the slightly shifts of QD emissions during heating and cooling for several times (Fig.4d) or within the etching processes that change the strain environment of the QDs, which are also found in Ref.
14.
Now we turn to characterize the emission produced by the optically positioned QD within a micropillar with a diameter of 2 µm. The extracted Q factor of fundamental mode in our investigated device is 1438.47±1.51. A typical temperature dependent micro-PL is presented in Fig.3(a) . A strong enhancement on spectral resonance between fundamental mode (FM) and QD due to the Purcell effect is observed at T=11.1 K. Time-photoluminescence measurements are carried out to determine the Purcell enhancement of the system. The spontaneous emission decay of the QD before fabrication (in planar structure) and in the micropillar cavity are shown in Fig.3(b) .
The single exponential fits of the decay curves indicate a lifetime of 530±6 ps for the QD in the micropillar cavity and a lifetime of 1120±4 ps for the QD in the planar structure, corresponding to a Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate by a factor of 2.1±0.3.
To prove the brightness of this optical positioned QD in micropillar structure, we determine Single-photon detector efficiency 0.300 ±5.0%
Overall detection efficiency 0.027 ±9.1%
both the collection efficiency and the second order autocorrelation function at zero delay g 2 (0)
when the QD emission is saturated. Fig.4 (a-c) presents a PL spectrum of a single QD before and after fabrication under non-resonant (Fig.4(a) ), 780 nm pulsed excitation (Fig.4(b) ), and 858nm pulsed excitation (Fig.4(c) ). Only the emission line which has a central wavelength (915.01 nm)
within cavity mode appears with bright luminescence. In order to get pure QD fluorescence, a narrow band filter with a bandwidth of 1 nm is inserted into the collection arm of the confocal optical path. The inset in Fig.4(d) shows a spectrum after filtering in which only one peak remains. Table 1 . We estimate the total transmission rates of optical set-ups as (2.7±0.24)%, where the uncertainty is based on the spread of transmission values measured for the optical components, and represents a one standard deviation value. To verify that these photons are true single photon, namely only one photon is generated when QD is driven by one laser pulse, we carried out an intensity-correlation measurement at saturated pump power density of 24 W/cm 2 . The result is displayed in Fig.4(e) . Although there is a dip at zero time delay which indicates only one photon generation at a time, two obvious small peaks around zero time delay lead to a g 2 (0) of 0.205±0.010. In these measurements, the proper mode-locking of the pulsed laser was carefully checked. These observations are not unique and occur in a similar way on a multitude of dots on this sample or other samples grown using the same MBE system [23] . We attribute these two peaks to a recapture process with assistance of trapped states in the QD sample [24, 25] . The carriers can be trapped in these states first for a certain time and after that there is a recapture process from trapped states into the QD following the initial recombination [23] [24] [25] [26] . To remove the effect of re-excitation, we multiply the total flux with
and get a pure single photon flux.
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Thus we estimate extraction efficiency that is the percentage of generated single photons collected into the first objective lens (NA=0.65) as 65%±6%. To obtain high pure combined with high brightness, we study the QD emission under pulsed 858 nm pulsed excitation (near wetting layer).
There is only one peak left in the spectrum as shown in Fig.4(c) . The power dependent fluorescent counts and the intensity autocorrelation measurement presented in Fig.4(d) and Fig.4(f) indicate a maximum of 1,657,000 counts/s with g 2 (0) of 0.144±0.012 at saturated pump power, revealing an extraction efficiency of 68%±6%.
In conclusion, we have realized positioning single QDs in planar cavity with respect to alignment marks with an average position uncertainty of ≈20 nm using an optimized two-color photoluminescence imaging technique. We have used this technique to create single-photon sources based on positioned QD in a micropillar cavity that simultaneously exhibit high brightness (η=68%±6%) and purity (g 2 (0)=0.144±0.012). As a next step one could also implement a resonance fluorescence excitation to achieve highly indistinguishable on-demand photons. We believe this technique is an important step forward in the ability to create single QD micropillar devices due to its accurate positioning and effective mode coupling. The technique can be used in devices including stronglycoupled QD-microcavity systems [27, 28] , and orbital angular momentum modes (OAM) from quantum light sources [29] , which is very encouraging for the implementation of integrated quantum dot based quantum circuits [2] .
